One of the cardinal rules of flirty fishing is just like any kind of fishing: You don't give any more bait than you have to, and if you have to, don't give any more than you want to, because if you have to, the Lord knows it's going to pay off and the Lord will even make you want to.

The best thing to do is not to if you can help it. Any fisherman in his right mind tries not to give the fish the bait. Any fisherman knows what it means when he comes home from a day of fishing and they ask:

- How did you do?
- I've been feeding the fish.
Like any other kind of witnessing, as long as you do it in the right spirit and for the Lord, and you did it in love, and you continually witness while you're doing it, it's not wasted.

So it's not wasted even though they don't receive the hook, because witnessing is never wasted! You accomplish your purpose just by showing the love of God and witnessing. What they do with it is their responsibility.

It never fails because whether they reject and don’t respond or whatever they do with it, it never fails. You’ve done your part, God’s done His part, and now they are responsible.

That’s true for almost any kind of flirty fishing situations: “Love never fails!” We’re in a business that cannot fail! Hallelujah! TYJ!

-Amen?